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**FACULTY OF SEXUAL & REPRODUCTIVE HEALTHCARE MEMBERHOOD EXAMINATION**

The Membership Examination (MFSRH) consists of:

- **Part 1 Multiple Choice Question paper (MCQ)**
  - This 1½-hour paper consists of 60 clinical science and applied science questions.
  - The examination date(s) for the London-based examination are still to be confirmed, but details will appear on the Faculty of Sexual and Reproductive Healthcare website in due course (www.fsrh.org).

- **Evidence Based Commentary (EBC)**
  - The Evidence Based Commentary replaces the case reports/dissertation component of the Membership examination and candidates can now view the first annually released topic on the Faculty website. Candidates have an absolute deadline of 31 August 2009 to submit the Commentary on this topic. The Commentary must be a minimum of 1000 words and a maximum of 2000 words, excluding references, tables and appendices, and the format must follow the guidance notes. Candidates can find detailed information in the Candidate Guidance Notes for Evidence Based Commentary and the Membership Examination Regulations (September 2008) on the Faculty website.

- **Part 2 Examination (CRQ, SAQ, OSCE)**
  - This all-day examination consists of:
    - Critical Reading Question examination paper (CRQ)
    - Short Answer Question examination paper (SAQ)
    - Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE)
  - The Faculty must receive applications for the MFSRH Part 2 held in June 2010 by 3 January 2010. Information on the Part 2 examination, the Examination Regulations and the application form appear on the Faculty website.
  - The qualification is subject to re-certification every 5 years.

For the current MFSRH Examination Regulations (September 2008), information on all components of the MFSRH examination and application forms, please visit the FSRH website: www.fsrh.org (see Training & Exams, Membership Exam) or e-mail Denise Pickford at denise@fsrh.org.
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